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Designed to reduce vehicle 

speeds to 5 - 10 mph 

- Each module measures 10” W x 24 L x 2-1/8” H and 

weighs 14lbs                                                                    

- Center module has one yellow reflective “X” molded-in 

marking and is considered integral to the module                                                                          

- End module tapers at one end and has one yellow 

reflective “X” molded-in marking and is considered  

integral to the module 

SPEED BREAKERS                        

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS 

- Each component is manufactured from 100% 

recycled rubber with polyurethane binder              

- The rubber in fiber form contains no rubber 

dust, granules or fly that will weaken the product                                                               

- They are black in color                                                               

- They are compression molded and have the 

following properties: 

- Tensile Strength  …… 500 psi (minimum)                    

- Hardness  ……………. 65 Shore A (minimum)             

- Specific Gravity  …….. 1.13                                          

- Skid Resistance  ……. 89 (Dry)                                    

- Deform Rate ………… None (100% Recovery)            

- Chemical Resistance  …… Impervious to     

engine oil, road salts, transmission fluid,          

anti-freeze, gasoline, diesel fuel, solvents,      

outdoor exposure including extreme hot or      

cold temperatures.                                                                    

- Conformable to pavement variances without 

curling. 

Designed to reduce vehicle 

speeds to 10 - 15 mph 

Designed to reduce vehicle 

speeds to 15 - 20 mph 

- Each module measures 36” W x 24 L x 2-1/2” H and 

weighs 53lbs                                                                    

- Center module has two yellow reflective 8” chevron 

shaped molded-in marking and are considered integral 

to the module. These markings are facing opposite      

directions                                                                         

- End module tapers at one end and has two yellow 8” 

reflective “chevron shaped” molded-in marking and are 

considered integral to the module. These markings are 

facing opposite directions                              

- Each module measures 18” W x 24 L x 2-1/4” H and 

weighs 27lbs                                                                    

- Center module has two yellow reflective 8” chevron 

shaped molded-in marking and are considered integral 

to the module. These markings are facing opposite      

directions                                                                         

- End module tapers at one end and has two yellow 8” 

reflective “chevron shaped” molded-in marking and are 

considered integral to the module. These markings are 

facing opposite directions                              
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As shown:  

RK-10 X 6 

As shown:  

RK-18 X 8 

As shown:  

RK-36 X 8 

ft. 

Installation Hardware Kit included 

with every Module and consists of 

Bolts, Washers and Anchors. 

RK-10 = 2 each per Module          

RK-18 = 4 each per Module             

RK-36 = 4 each per Module      

And 1 Connector each 

All Road Kare manufactured 

products have a two year limited 

warranty against defects in   

material and workmanship. 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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